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The Class ‘Mini’ Reunion Yields Maxi Payback 
By Co-President Sandy McFarland Taylor, with Classmates 

On the weekend of September 26–28, a crowd of nearly 70—comprising 
1958 classmates, spouses, partners and friends—assembled in Providence to 
help the University celebrate its 250th anniversary, the Homecoming game 
(Brown vs. Harvard) and our own ’58 class get-together. To the surprise of 
all, the weather was perfect: blue skies, sunny days, mild temperatures, and 
no rain.                                                                       (Continued on Page 19) 
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Among those gathering at the welcoming reception at the Joukowskys’ home: Joe 
Miluski and ’58 Co‐Vice President Jane Bertram Miluski flank Gail Farago Forbes and 
her guest Michael.        —Mini‐reunion photos by Jackie Bailey Labovitz, honorary ’58 
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The way Ulysses (“Jim”) James ’58 tells it now, he wasn’t thinking very clearly as an undergraduate 
or even after he made it through Brown. 

For one thing, he was late in picking his major—first psychology, then American literature, before 
finally deciding on music, so he had to scramble to fulfill its requirements. 

For another, he and his college sweetheart, Nancy Redden ’58, got married two weeks after 
graduation, with no serious prospects and the draft board looming. “I can still see the tears coming 
out of her father’s eyes when he asked how we would live,” he recalls. 

But clueless kids or not, both the 
marriage and Jim’s commitment 
to music survived. Jim and 
Nancy are still together and 
work as a team to support the 
Washington Metropolitan 
Philharmonic Association, of 
which Jim is music director and 
conductor. Based in northern 
Virginia, the group draws on 
about 65 accomplished 
musicians both professional and 
amateur, in the Washington 
metropolitan area to perform 
regular concerts in distinguished 
venues like the Church of the 
Epiphany in Washington and the 
George Washington Masonic 
National Memorial in 
Alexandria, Virginia. 

The journey for Jim was roundabout. 

His mother wanted to be a concert pianist and taught piano in the home, so he grew up with music, 
and he played the trombone while in high school. But he had no intention of following up on that 
background when he got to Brown. 

In his sophomore year he was talked into joining the Brown Band. Then he played trombone with 
the successful college jazz group Brunote Six Plus, which cut a record and toured around the East 
Coast and to Bermuda. 

When Jim tardily decided to switch to a music major after his junior year, he managed to catch up 
on the requirements by taking summer courses at the Eastman School of Music. He then studied 
with the principal trombonist of the Boston Symphony Orchestra his senior year. After graduation 
he was good enough to be selected as one of four trombonists to study at Tanglewood Music 
Center, summer home of the Boston Symphony. 

Then came real life. Including marriage. 

From left: Guest composer Anthony Iannaccone, Nancy Redden James 
’58 and Ulysses (“Jim”) James ’58. 
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Jim did get a job working at a silk-screen printing business run by the father of Al Bass ’57. And 
rather than wait to be drafted, he got into the Navy’s Officer Candidate School in Newport. Upon 
commissioning he began a 20-year career as a naval surface warfare officer, including 13 campaigns 
off Vietnam. 

“About the only thing I did musically was I did get a snootful and play the bass at a club, and 
organize and sing in a barbershop quartet on Seventh Fleet staff while at sea,” he recalls. 

The Navy trained him as an organizational development specialist, and when he left the service with 
the rank of commander he found the same kind of work as a civilian with Arthur Young & Co. 

Meanwhile, after years playing the trombone, he developed an interest in the cello. 

Jim began playing with the Mount 
Vernon Chamber Orchestra, a 
community group in northern Virginia. “I 
was OK, but I wasn’t great,” he recalls. 
Then the director of the Youth Orchestra 
was killed in an automobile accident. 
Jim’s daughter was the concertmaster of 
that orchestra, and the late director’s 
family knew Jim had been a music major. 
So they asked him to conduct the Youth 
Orchestra. Next, the adult orchestra had 
some turmoil during which the conductor 
was dismissed and many professional 
members left. To help the group, Jim first 
attempted to find a conductor for them 
and then ended up temporarily 
conducting the orchestra. That faced him with a choice, he says—“conduct, or go to the back of the 
cello section.” The orchestra unanimously voted to keep Jim as their conductor. 

As the orchestra evolved over the years into the current Washington Metropolitan Philharmonic 
Association, it came to call upon both his musical and managerial skills. He now serves not only as 
director of the Philharmonic Orchestra but also as overall music director of the umbrella nonprofit 
association, which also encompasses the Washington Metropolitan Youth Orchestra and the 
Washington Metropolitan Concert Orchestra. The latter, despite its prepossessing name, is made up 
of kids in grades 6 through 9 and serves as a feeder for the Youth Orchestra. All the orchestras 
require auditions to join. 

On top of its orchestras, the association puts on a summer chamber music series that is free and 
open to the public. Jim hosts those as well. 

Ulysses S. James, who bears an old family forename, answers either to his old nickname of “Jim” 
from Brown or his newer one of “Ul” (pronounced yule) among his musicians and the group’s 
supporters. 

Nancy Redden James serves as the organization’s music librarian. She says the first 20 years after 
their marriage found her serving as a typical Navy wife, following Jim to 10 duty stations with the 
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attendant 17 moves and 13 years Jim of being absent.  She was raising three children, so “I was busy. 
Navy people are often at sea. That’s what they do.” 

After Jim left the Navy they settled in the Washington area because “that was where we happened to 
be.” She helped Jim in his second career, getting materials ready for his consulting work at banks. 
She also became active as a volunteer, first at a rape crisis center, then on a spouse-abuse hotline, 
and finally as a volunteer hospital chaplain—initially as an Episcopalian and eventually as a Quaker 
when she adopted that faith.  

The Philharmonic has developed its own personality under Jim, who makes a point of including 
modern compositions in its concerts. “The works for the most part are unusual but tonal and 
understandable,” he says. 

Those choices can be risky because audiences tend to prefer familiar works. 

“He won’t be deterred,” Nancy says. “Little by little there is an audience building. People know what 
to expect, and the musicians enjoy the challenge.” 

The program for this fall’s concert offered fantasies and tone poems evoking blizzards and storms. 
Two were composed by Anthony Iannaccone, who won this year’s composition award sponsored by 
the Philharmonic Association, and another was by a previous winner of the award. 

Iannaccone was on hand to describe his sources of inspiration. His pacifically titled but tempestuous 
“Waiting for Sunrise on the Sound,” for example, actually harked back to nightmares he had as a 
boy. While sleeping aboard his family’s excursion boat moored in Long Island Sound, he would 
dream of violent storms out on the Atlantic.  

As Conductor James reached the more violent passages of the work, his baton went flying, but he 
just continued keeping time with his hand. 

WMPA Board President Lawrence Ries presented Iannaccone with his award. “There were lots of 
risks involved with playing this piece and it worked only because we have a director who is willing to 
take those risks,” he said. 

“As a result, we have decided to name next year’s competition after the man who has made it 
possible, Ulysses S. James.” 

Most of the works planned for the Christmas concert will be more traditional, with one exception, 
the extraordinary Concerto for Piano and Strings by Alfred Schnittke. Classmates can check out the 
Washington Metropolitan Philharmonic Association schedule at its website: 
http://www.wmpamusic.org/ 

They can get a glimpse of the organization’s vision here:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_LImqEGO6SY  

And those who want a taste of traditions of their very own can get a CD of Brunonia Medley as 
arranged by Leroy Anderson and performed by the Washington Metropolitan Philharmonic, 
conducted by Jim James, by sending $10 with name and address to: 

Jim Moody 
17 Robinhood Drive 
Mountain Lakes, NJ  07046. 

—JVR 
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By Kay Ulry Baker ’58 

Recent stories about the threat of Asian carp getting into the Great Lakes brought back memories of the journey Pearce 
and I embarked upon in 2002. It happens that one possible way to keep out these invasive species—which have already 
made their way all the way up the Mississippi—is to close the locks connecting the Chicago River/Canal system with 
Lake Michigan. If this water link were to be closed it would effectively prevent future boaters from taking the trip we so 
much enjoyed, the Great Loop around the eastern part of the United States. 

We made the voyage from June 2002 to July 2003 to celebrate our retirements. I just reread the printout Pearce made of 
the blog we posted on our website, http://www.aboardkibon.com/. What memories we created and what terrific people 
we met on that fantastic journey along some of the waterways of the United States and Canada! 

Our trip began as we surfed and rolled with a following sea along the south 
shore of Long Island into lower New York Harbor. I quickly learned to stow 
everything a bit better…including our parakeet. He ordinarily liked to fly, but 
this time his cage was flying around inside the cabin with him in it. Little did 
we know that this would be the roughest part of the 7,500-mile trip. 

As we entered the lower harbor, we honored the empty site of the World 
Trade Center and continued up the Hudson River under the George 
Washington Bridge. We enjoyed the sights along the river and reached our 
first lock at Troy, NY. 

We certainly looked like the novices we were as we donned the required life 
jackets and used our boat hooks to grab one of the lines that run from the top 
edge of the lock down below the waterline. Graduating from Brown never 
taught us how to hold the boat off the side of the lock with the hook while we 
let the line out (or pulled it in, depending on the direction, down or up, that 
you are traveling). 

By the time we completed the 108 locks on the entire trip, we were pros. We 
had double locks that took us up 70+ feet. We had a lift lock that was like two 
bathtubs that raised and lowered on the simple principle of one weighing 
enough more that it would be lowered while the lighter one came up. We had 
a lock that took us up in straps under the keel and carried us on railroad tracks 
across a road and downhill to the water below. We rode in locks with other 
pleasure craft, and we rode in locks with towboats and their tows of barges three wide and six long. 

As we traveled through the Erie and Oswego Canals from Troy northwest to Lake Ontario we sometimes could imagine 
ourselves following the boats of the 1800s as they were towed by mules alongside the canal. Many of the cities that were 
then supported by trade on the river are now building facilities to attract boat tourists like us to their towns. We crossed 
Lake Ontario, checked into Canada at Kingston and entered the Trent-Severn Waterway, with locks that took us 590 
feet above Lake Ontario and back down 260 feet to Georgian Bay on Lake Huron. 

As we continued up the Bay through the Inside Route the water was so clear you can see the bottom. We could 
fortunately see all the jagged rocks within a foot or two of our hull. The channels were carefully marked, and we 
followed them slowly and even more carefully. When we stopped for the evening we enjoyed swimming even though the 
water was a bit chilly. Pearce also tried out his fishing rod every chance he had. He even caught some for dinner! 

All along the route, the lockmasters were always very helpful as they directed the various boats into the locks. Most locks 
had schedules for their openings, so sometimes the fast boats had to wait for the slow boats to catch up. We spent that 
time schmoozing with the other captains and their crew to hear where to buy fuel and which restaurants were the best. 
Most boats also had blogs, so we could learn from those ahead of us, just as we passed on information to those 
following. As we continued along our trip, we always seemed to encounter boaters we had met before.  

 
The Great Loop route followed by 
Kay and Pearce Baker. Colors 
indicate the recommended times 
of year to travel each leg.
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We went through the North Passage of Lake Huron between the mainland and Manitoulin Island. This area had been 
farmland and fishing ports, and most of the settlements go back 150 years. We never saw a supermarket or a Kmart, but 
the locals were always willing to drive us to a grocery store where we could get frozen meat, fresh produce and dairy 
products. 

We reentered the United States at Drummond Island, Michigan, in 
Lake Huron and made a stop at Mackinac Island, where we rode our 
bicycles around much of the island and bought the required fudge. 
After a good run down Lake Michigan (we never had the bad weather 
and high seas that plague many boaters) we put into the Chicago 
Yacht Club. The next several days were spent on land visiting 
museums and galleries and riding our bicycles around town. 

Our next adventure began as we left Lake Michigan and entered the 
series of locks along the Chicago River/Canal system and Illinois 
River on our way to the Mississippi. 

That’s where we met the towboats (never call them a tug) and their 
barges. They are the commercial vessels and have the right of way 
over our pleasure boats. One wouldn’t want to challenge that right of 
way anyway, because they have the stopping and maneuverability of a 
stone. The tow captains have a language and an accent all their own. 
We quickly adjusted to their way of speaking, but it took a while to 
learn what “Pass on the one whistle” and “I’ll see you on the two” 
meant. Pearce mastered that finally, and we safely traveled past many 
multiple tows, not only down the rivers, but also later across the Gulf 
of Mexico and up the Intracoastal Waterway (ICW) that provides an 
inland water route along the East Coast. 

We visited many ports down the Mississippi River and were amazed 
at the height of their sea walls. During the spring floods, the water 
normally rises 30 to 40 feet and has sometimes flooded much higher. 
We turned left at the Ohio River for a few miles, and then headed 
down the Cumberland River to the Tennessee River and the 
Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway. This route took us on the eastern 
leg of the loop, sending us down through a corner of Kentucky, then 
Tennessee and Alabama, and ending to the west of the Florida 
Panhandle. 

The rivers were much quieter than the last two, and we enjoyed 
hopping along from cove to cove and marina to marina. The waters 
were murky, but we found a spot or two with sandy beaches and a 
clear, sandy bottom for swimming. 

We avoided potentially bad weather when we sought safe harbor 
from two hurricanes. Isidore found us in Demopolis, Alabama. Two 
weeks later we weathered Lili in Pensacola Beach, Florida. 
Fortunately, both storms came onto land far enough to the west to 
keep us safe in our harbors—lots of wind and rain but no damage to 
us. 

Although some boats had to wait days for good weather, we were again fortunate to have calm seas. We visited ports 
along the western coast of Florida and then turned east at Fort Myers to cross Lake Okeechobee and the St. Lucie Canal. 
We entered the ICW at Stuart and landed at our winter port of Boynton Beach in November. 

During the winter we sold the 38-foot Silverton Convertible and bought a 40-foot DeFever trawler, again named Kibon. 
Although the travel might be slower, seven knots compared to 18 knots, the ride was more comfortable and more 
economical. We again started out in June and spent several weeks visiting the many ports along the ICW from Florida to 
Virginia and then headed up the Chesapeake Bay. One memorable stop was at the red, white and blue buoy that marks 

 
Several years ago I received a phone call 
from a city official in Suffolk, VA. Each of 
the villages of Suffolk was planning 
entrance signs, and one village requested 
an oyster boat since that was the primary 
occupation of its fishermen for centuries. 
The official googled “James River Oyster 
Boat” and came up with the above 
painting that Pearce had posted on our 
website. I granted them permission to 
use a facsimile of the painting if they 
would give Pearce credit on the sign. The 
following year, Joyce Knowles Williams 
and I viewed the finished product, below. 

–KUB 
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the spot in Baltimore Harbor where Francis Scott Key was 
inspired to write the “Star Spangled Banner”—whose 
200th anniversary we just celebrated.  

At the top of the Bay, we entered the Chesapeake and 
Delaware Canal, which took us over to the Delaware River 
and Bay. Down to Cape May and into the ICW of New 
Jersey we went. That part of the ICW was quite an 
experience because there are very shallow spots and 
constantly changing channels. When the waters widen a 
bit, all the fishermen come out to sit in the middle of the 
channels. Unfortunately, none of the big, fast traveling 
cruisers slowed down to pass these fishermen who then 
rocked and rolled in the wakes. 

The ICW ends at the Manasquan Inlet where we went out 
to the Atlantic to cross the shipping lanes of New York 
Harbor and enter Jones Inlet. Again, the weather was 
favorable and the seas were kind. Pearce said the only 
waves we encountered were from the wake of a freighter that passed more than a mile ahead. 

We closed the Loop on July 15, 2003. This was an awesome adventure that we were able to enjoy together before I lost 
Pearce in 2007. It was a high point of our years—one I can look back upon with fondness. 

Oh, yes, what does Kibon mean? Pearce said it is fractured Portuguese for “it’s so good!” 

 

A ‘Tenured Radical’ Cites ‘Irreplaceable Role’ of the Ivies 
Not all our classmates graduated with us, and some seemed to get on in life anyway. One of them is Donald P. 
Lazere, who is professor emeritus of English at California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, and who 
taught after retirement at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, where he now lives. He is the author of Reading 
and Writing for Civic Literacy: The Critical Citizen’s Guide to Argumentative Rhetoric and 
The Unique Creation of Albert Camus, as well as editor of American Media and Mass Culture: 
Left Perspectives. We asked him to share a retrospection on Brown. 

By Donald P. Lazere 

I arrived at Brown in 1954 from a Middle-American family and high school in Des Moines, Iowa. I 
got along fine in courses there, but my social life was not so good—beginning with being stuck, 
despite my obviously being a nerd, in a decrepit dorm almost exclusively housing the varsity football 
team, a rowdy bunch. When I asked for a transfer, I was moved to a much nicer dorm—although 
my room faced a fraternity that could have been the model for “Animal House,” some of whose 
members partied all night weekends then passed out on the lawn. So I didn’t get a great first 
impression of the seriousness of Brown students. I did make some good friends, though, including 
Jim Furlong and John Reistrup; Jim and I have stayed in touch and gotten together periodically over 
the years. 

I couldn’t afford to continue at Brown without financial aid, for which I was turned down, so 
transferred to Northwestern my second year on a scholarship. There I majored in English, minored 
in French, and developed two long-running interests, in creative writing and the work of Albert 
Camus. After graduation in 1958, I moved to New York to pursue both interests, while scratching 
out a living with jobs in advertising, public relations, and pop journalism. So for a few years I lived a 

Pearce and Kay recover their “land legs,” with Kibon 
in the background. 
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weird double life, working as an assistant to celebrity columnist Earl Wilson while studying Camus at 
Columbia with his translator Justin O’Brien, then took off for a year’s further study at the Sorbonne, 
simultaneously writing a novel that, alas, never got published.  

After completing an M.A. at Columbia in 1965, I moved to Berkeley when the Free Speech 
Movement there won me over with its New Left ethos that was both akin to Camus’s politics of 
non-violent rebellion and antithetical to the corrupt values I had witnessed on Madison Avenue. 
Supporting myself with adjunct college teaching jobs for several more years, I kept working on a 
critical book on Camus while catching up belatedly with a political education in the Berkeley left, 
drawing inspiration from statements like those of FSM leader Mario Savio: “The ‘futures’ and 
‘careers’ for which American students now prepare are for the most part intellectual and moral 
wastelands. This chrome-plated consumers’ paradise would have us grow up to be well-behaved 
children.” With the Camus book nearly finished, I went back to complete a doctorate in English at 
Berkeley, submitting the book as a dissertation, which was published by Yale University Press in 
1973 as The Unique Creation of Albert Camus. Its focus was on Camus’s integration of literature and 
politics as well as his affinities with American literature and the New Left. 

With that book already published when I got my Ph.D., I was hired in 1977 as associate professor at 
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, a beautiful spot on the coast between San 
Francisco and Los Angeles, where I stayed for over 20 years. I taught a mixture of courses in 
literature and argumentative writing, a subject in which I developed a scholarly specialization, again 
with a political emphasis, as indicated in three of my books, Reading and Writing for Civic Literacy; 
Thinking Critically About Media and Politics; and Political Literacy in Composition and Rhetoric. My studies in 
this field were recognized in several teaching awards and in fellowships from the National 
Endowment for the Humanities and the U.S. Department of Education’s Fund for the 
Improvement of Postsecondary Education. 

In addition to writing six scholarly and text books and publishing in many academic journals, I have 
kept one foot in journalism, writing opinion columns and book reviews on the politics of education, 
literature, and media for periodicals including The New York Times Book Review, The Los Angeles Times, 
The Baltimore Sun, The Nation, The Village Voice, and The Chronicle of Higher Education. 

I retired from Cal Poly in 1999, moving to Knoxville to marry Janet Atwill, also an English 
professor, at the University of Tennessee, and I taught as a lecturer there for the next decade. In 
retirement, I have upheld my infamous reputation as a “Tenured Radical Emeritus” writing opinion 
pieces on the Web and a book titled Why Higher Education SHOULD Have A Leftist Bias, published in 
2013. For an excerpt, see http://www.truth-out.org/opinion/item/21711-corporations-
corporations-nobody-here-but-us-chickens  

The course of my life, in incongruously diverse geographical, educational, and occupational settings, 
has led me to a distinctive viewpoint that I have expressed in my recent publications.  

I have defended “elite colleges” like Brown against their critics on both the political right and left. In 
my view, those colleges themselves have always been an incongruous mix—in ways that make them 
distinctively worth preserving. Throughout their history, they have served as a big tent, containing 
political elements from reactionary—such as the recent revelations of their institutional complicity 
with the slave trade—to radical, as in faculty and student support for the American Revolution, 
abolitionism, opposition to the Spanish-American War, World War I, and the Vietnam War, 
feminism, and campus protest movements from the 1960s to the present. 
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They have been bastions of the upper class and corporate capitalism but also, in the view of 
conservative ideologues, hotbeds of subversion. Their students have ranged from legacy-admission, 
preppy party-boys (and recently girls) and jocks to provincial (like me) or minority “scholarship 
boys” (British sociologist Richard Hoggart’s designation for this distinct class identity) and the 
country’s brightest aspiring intellectuals, scholars, and scientists. 

Their faculties have included both scions of aristocratic or plutocratic families and leftists—most 
recently figures like Paul Buhle, a long-time, Providence-based leader of Students for a Democratic 
Society and editor of Radical America, who I was delighted to see ended up with a faculty position at 
Brown, or Bob Scholes, a distinguished, progressive English professor there. 

The key distinction of Ivy League and peer universities elsewhere is their history as primarily liberal 
arts colleges, again always with a mix of aristocratic and democratic traditions–democratic in support 
of Enlightenment reason and egalitarianism. 

The biggest culture shock in my career was in going from undergraduate and graduate education at 
Ivy League-level universities to teaching in state colleges in California and elsewhere, which one 
might assume to be more liberal and populist, but which I personally found to be far more 
conservative in the strictly-business mindset prevalent in students, faculty, and administrators. Many 
students in technical majors at Cal Poly or Tennessee protested against having to take any liberal 
education courses like English at all. So in large measure, my rep as a tenured radical simply reflects 
my Ivy League-derived defense of liberal education as a unique site for what sociologist Alvin 
Gouldner called “the culture of critical discourse,” in opposition to both Middle-American babbitry 
and the prevalence of corporate propaganda that I saw while working on Madison Avenue. 

My own leftism consists largely of wanting to see preparation for access to “elite” education and 
“critical discourse” being made available to all potential students regardless of their financial status 
or social identity, and in wanting top-quality higher education to be free, subsidized by taxes 
(Thomas Jefferson’s ideal, incidentally), as it was until quite recently in most European and other 
democracies, and as it was at Berkeley when I went there but is no longer. Both of these policies 
would be the best investment we could make toward both financial returns and civic literacy, for 
individuals and society alike. 

All that being said, I am profoundly depressed to witness exactly the opposite tendencies at all levels 
of American education including Ivy League colleges, which have regressed toward being 
outlandishly expensive and socially exclusive. 

I can understand the old aristocratic notion of expensive schooling in the liberal arts as a 
“gentleman’s education,” a preparation for conscientious social governance. But I cannot see either 
much rationale or future for liberal education in today’s society, in which Ivy League-level students 
are pressured by a “Survivor” national economy to go into occupations like hedge-fund management 
or government monopolized by corporate special interests—far distant from a “culture of critical 
discourse.” 

If colleges like Brown succumb to these pressures, they will have abandoned everything in their 
history that has given them an irreplaceable role in American life. 

I hope you’ll indulge these provocations from your cranky old black-sheep classmate. Best wishes to 
all. 
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An Outdoor Writer’s Manifesto 

David Finkelstein is a prolific writer whose work has appeared in The New Yorker, Audubon, New York 
Times, Los Angeles Times, Washington Post, Asian Wall Street Journal, Times of India and 
The Observer of London. He is the author of a “travel classic,” Greater Nowheres—A Journey through 
the Australian Bush. When we asked him for a contribution to our class newsletter, he offered the following essay, 
originally published in the Spring 2014 issue of the literary fishing quarterly Atlantic Salmon Journal under the 
title, “Faith in Fish: An Aging Angler’s Belief Manifesto.” It is reprinted here by permission. 

© By David Finkelstein ’58 

A close editor friend of mine, born in the South but long resident in New York, recently moved 
back to Alabama. Calling to say hello from his new home in a Birmingham suburb, he reported “a 
big difference down here from up there.” Noting that his fellow apartment-dwellers in the city 
generally had greeted him at the elevator with a simple “good morning,” and at most questioned him 
as to what cultural event might be on his agenda that evening, the first question of his Southern 
suburban neighbors was invariably, “And have you decided what church you’ll belong to?” 

But if New Yorkers seem unconcerned with the religious preferences of others, they’re certainly not 
shy about proclaiming their own. Forget the Ash Wednesday crowd—that’s just a once-a-year thing. 
No, I’m referring to New Yorkers who in their everyday life, holiday or otherwise, have become 
increasingly insistent on asserting their various theologies through any means possible: in-your-face 
crucifixes dangling from necklaces over often ample bosoms; Hasidic fur hats, even on the hottest 
summer days, perched atop curly side-locks; yarmulkes or kufi skullcaps covering balding pates; 
head-scarfs draped around faces otherwise unabashed in their generous use of makeup. Hop into a 
taxi and the first thing likely to catch your eye, apart from the exorbitant flag-fall rate on the meter, 
is an amulet of Krishna or Ganesh swinging from the rearview mirror.  

Even in the relative sanctuary of one’s own home it’s impossible to escape this fetishistic flaunting 
of faith. The high-rise building in which I live offers a perfect example, for every second doorframe 
in the hallway leading to my apartment is bedecked with a mezuzah, a small decorative cartouche 
within which (I’m told) sits a biblical passage declaring the “oneness of God.” Sometimes referred to 
as the “Jewish security system,” the mezuzah is thought to provide protection to those within its 
ambit, but the folks on our floor don’t seem entirely convinced—I invariably catch them 
surreptitiously activating the electronic alarm device in the lobby as well. 

As non-believers, my wife Evelyn and I have somehow felt deprived, simply because we have no 
faith to proclaim. Brought up as a Catholic in postwar Vienna, Evelyn began to see through the 
hypocrisy and false “holiness” of the church even as a child, and her adolescent years at a convent 
school only served to confirm her skepticism in that regard. She’s a gentle soul, however, unwilling 
to offend anyone unnecessarily, so when accosted on the street by importuning evangelists asking 
whether she loves Jesus, she sweetly (and truthfully) responds, “No, but I love cheeses,” leaving her 
inquisitors visibly puzzled by the apparent paradox. And in rejecting the exhortations of the more 
nondenominational among the city’s self-styled street saviors, who inquire only whether she has 
faith in a loving God, she replies, “No, but I do enjoy a lovely cod,” which unfailingly elicits a 
similarly perplexed reaction. 
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As for me, I was born into my (lack of) faith, having been brought into the world—or more 
precisely, a very small part of it called Rhode Island—by two profoundly thoughtful humanists. In 
this regard, my mother, whose strength of character was such that author Paul Kresh, in his book 
The Power of the Unknown Citizen, equated her with Rosa Parks, spent her entire life as an activist 
fighting to uphold the principles embodied in the First Amendment, in one instance shepherding a 
church-state case to the Supreme Court, and against all odds winning it.   

Equally committed to secularist values, my father dedicated his entire life (except for the time we 
spent fishing) to the fight against religious intolerance and racial bigotry. Despite the hostility he 
often encountered in that role, he never lost his wry sense of humor. As a young boy I remember 
him pointedly reversing the lyrics of the patriotic World War II refrain, “Praise the Lord and pass 
the ammunition,” by singing instead, “Pass the Lord and praise the ammunition.” And once, when 
solicited by a rabbi to contribute to the establishment of a Jewish cemetery in Providence, he 
responded, “What!!? You want to divide people in the grave, too?”  

(Segregated or otherwise, cemeteries were to him a misuse of habitat, good land that would better 
have been left as wilderness for other, living creatures to enjoy. Needless to say, he himself opted for 
cremation, after which we scattered his ashes in the waters off Newport, at a reef where he had 
taken so many stripers and where he had once said to me, “When I get too old or sick to fish, cut 
me up and use me for bait.”) 

Unlike many in today’s highly polarized world, where a cartoon or novel can inflame such hatred 
that only craven submission or a cycle of senseless killings seems capable of palliating it, my parents 
were fiercely committed to the right of free expression as a universal proposition.   

To them, as to any decent-thinking person, that simply meant that society must respect—and the 
law protect—the right of every individual to express whatever he or she believed without fear of 
recrimination other than by reasoned argument to the contrary. One needn’t respect the beliefs 
themselves, indeed one might even regard them as terribly offensive or downright idiotic, but one 
must nonetheless respect the person’s right to express them. 

By the same token, of course, those who wished to take issue with a particular set of expressed 
beliefs, whether they be political or religious in nature, had the same sacrosanct right to do so, and 
again, without fear of recrimination regardless of how “offensive,” how disrespectful or even 
mocking, the criticism might seem in the eyes of the believer who held them. For my parents, the 
now all-too-familiar cry of “blasphemy” was just a disguised—and despicable—way of saying, “My 
beliefs are protected, but yours are not. My right to free speech is to be respected, yours is not.”  

Coming from such vastly different backgrounds, Evelyn and I met only by virtue of a shared love of 
fishing, two ardent anglers brought together by a mutual friend ill-at-ease imagining each of us alone 
at the end of a jetty, or at the end of our lives, fishing in solitude. And because our piscatorial 
passion, which the uninitiated tended to view as something akin to religious mysticism, had nurtured 
us throughout our lives, at times we’d regretted having no outward symbols—no necklaces, no 
headgear, no doorpost totems—to show the outside world just how devoted we were to the pursuit 
of that pastime.   

Recently, however, in an effort to keep up with the Joneses, the Javitzes, and the Jahanis, so to 
speak, we decided to match our neighbors’ displays of zealous devotion with one of our own. 
Simply stated, we placed on our doorjamb a replica of a fish, a beautifully hewn model of a red drum 
(a species found in southern Atlantic waters) that had previously served as a fridge magnet. In taking 
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that momentous step, we felt we’d come that much closer to being in tune with the times, realizing 
nonetheless that since we possessed no cellphone, smartphone, iPod or iPad, let alone a website, 
blogsite or, heaven forbid, a Facebook account, we still had a long way to go. 

Predictably, perhaps, the fish on our doorjamb hasn’t 
aroused much attention, but a few weeks ago an amiable 
fellow-tenant, whose own doorpost sports a mezuzah, 
looked at it quizzically, then asked what it signified. To 
which we could only reply that, having long believed in 
the importance of ichthyology, we were letting it be 
known to the outside world how devout we were in that 
belief, regarding it now as tantamount to an ich-theology. 
Clearly mystified by that answer, he beat a hasty retreat 
down the corridor, making it unnecessary for us to add a 
further note of explanation, viz., that our creed 
demanded only a belief in super fishin’, as opposed to 
superstition. 

But as the old Austrian adage goes, “the devil never 
sleeps.” For just a few days later another tenant, one 
well-versed in the history of religion, pointed out to us 
that the ichthys, a symbol consisting of two intersecting 
arcs replicating the profile of a fish, was used by early 
(persecuted) Christians as a secret code of recognition, 
subsequently to become known as the “Jesus fish.”   

So while our Jewish neighbors probably regard the fish on our doorjamb as nothing more than a 
camouflaged mezuzah, the Christian contingent is likely interpreting it as a secret sign of solidarity. 
What our Muslim neighbors think heaven only knows. 

We’re gratified, at least, that our thyology is more benign than most, certainly far more tolerant and 
far less exclusionary. No dogma of ours, for example, regards women as second-class citizens, nor 
relegates them to a subordinate status that holds them unfit for the clergy. In our Angler-can 
congregation, women ascend to whatever rank on the ecclesiastical ladder their talents allow, the 
legendary Joan Wulff, now in her late 80s, having held what amounts to the papal position as 
distance flycasting champion of the world from 1943 to 1960. And as for our approach to kids, our 
(uncapitalized) catholic creed commands that we enthuse them, not criminally abuse them.  

True, we are guilty of proselytizing our passion (though not by donning suit-and-tie and parading the 
streets in pairs and certainly not by ringing doorbells and invading people’s privacy), but we’ve 
escaped the hubristic curse of imagining that ours is the one true faith: to those who believe in 
hunting, we say, so hunt already; if you prefer tennis, it’s your service; and even if, may the odds 
forbid, you’re a devout golfer, still, you’ll suffer no clubs of persecution at our hands. 

Equally important, within our ranks no internecine warfare poisons the water and tears us asunder. 
The flyfishing purists among us may look askance at those who spinfish with lures, but neither sect 
would ever consider launching a crusade, an inquisition, or even a small pogrom against the other. 
And despite serious differences of opinion between them, the catch-and-releasers in our community 
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wouldn’t think of sending a squad of car-bombers against the catch-and-filet crowd. We’re too busy 
fishing to engage in those kinds of extramural spiritual activities.  

As a matter of fact, my wife and I will soon be heading down south for a fishing trip with that editor 
friend in Alabama. I only hope that while we’re there his neighbors don’t ask us what church we’re 
planning to join. Will they get an earful! 

 

A Taste of Love & Loss 
By R. Bruce McFadden Jr., son of Bruce McFadden ’58 

As my dad’s 60th high-school reunion approached, he asked me to join him on his journey across 
the country to White Plains, New York. My mom had recently passed away and this was supposed 
to be their trip together, but I was happy to step up and accompany my father in her stead. This 
would probably be my dad’s last planned high-school reunion, and it meant a great deal for him to 
see his old friends and classmates. 

And as the trip drew nearer, it took on considerable meaning for me as well. My own 30th high-
school reunion was approaching in a few months. I’d been living with my dad, a cardiologist in 
Santa Barbara, California, as I recovered from a dual kidney/pancreas transplant. As I emerged back 
into vibrant health after years of dialysis and disability, I was keenly aware of just how quickly this 
miraculous journey could end, with a growing appreciation that the only thing in my own life that 
has ever really mattered is the people in it.  

The journey began with a brief stopover in New York City, where we rented a car for the drive 
north to White Plains. But before reaching our final destination we pulled off the highway into 
Mount Vernon, my dad’s childhood home. We took a detour through downtown where we thought 
we might grab some lunch. As we slowly made our way through the snarled traffic, my dad looked 
around and recognized virtually nothing. 

What had formerly been the domain of the middle class was now a rundown strip of nail salons, wig 
parlors, payday check cashing counters, and stores filled with what can only be described as “junk.” 
Realizing the town of my father’s youth existed only in his memories, we quickly pulled back onto 
the highway and headed for White Plains. 

Saturday night was the reunion, held at a fancy country club nearby the hotel. My dad and I were 
adorned in our best suits, and the first person we spotted happened to be Kay, my dad’s girlfriend 
from 7th grade. She was a timeless beauty, a graceful cross between Jane Fonda and Mary Tyler 
Moore. 

She grabbed my dad’s hands and said, “Do you remember in 7th grade when we held hands just like 
this?” and she snuggled close to dad. And then she turned to me and grabbed my hand and held it 
tight as she said, “You never forget your first love, do you?” Her warm hand continued to hold mine 
and as our eyes met I blurted out, “You’re so beautiful for your age.” And then I caught myself and 
said, “I take that back—you’re beautiful for ANY age,” and she beamed with joy as she gave me an 
appreciative kiss on the cheek. 

We made the rounds and met many of dad’s old classmates, most of whom had ridden the elevator 
of America’s postwar prosperity to the top floor, an economic ride never before experienced on 
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earth and probably not to be repeated again anytime soon. There were doctors, researchers, 
entrepreneurs, and even an economist with the World Bank—a group of high-achievers who had 
navigated this American life pretty darned successfully. 

And as I approached my 30th high-school reunion, I couldn’t help but feel like this was a 
foreshadowing of my own life’s journey, for someday won’t we all, with luck, find ourselves reaching 
the 60th anniversary of something in our lives? I was to appreciate and observe my dad’s aging tribe, 
a gang of graying septuagenarians, no longer the promising young high schoolers, whose lives had 
taken them along diverse paths to reach this day in their lives. By one’s 60th high-school reunion, 
life has pretty much rendered its final verdict—there’s no limitless future to look forward to, no 
mistakes to make amends for, only lives to look back upon, losses to lament, victories to savor and 
relationships to celebrate and hang on to. 

And for many, this would be the last time they would ever see each other again.  

Despite all the interesting lives and stories that filled the night, I found my thoughts returning to 
Kay, the timelessness of her beauty and her spirit finding an instant connection with mine. And I 
marveled at how her heart had carried a fondness and a love for my dad for over 60 years, a feeling 
undiminished by time, as heartfelt as if they were both still in 7th grade holding hands. With my 
mother gone it was nice to know someone on this earth still feels this way about my dad. And I 
hoped that someday should I reach my 70s somebody would feel the same way about me too.  

 

Classmates Contribute Memories of College Hill 
Two members of our 1958 class—Lois Lowry and Alfred Uhry—have written articles that are anthologized in a 
new book, The Brown Reader: 50 Writers Remember College Hill. 

The book is a collection of essays by writers who’ve studied at Brown from the 1950s onward. Edited by Judy 
Sternlight ’82, the volume was published this 250th anniversary year by the university and Simon & Schuster in 
partnership.  

Lois Lowry (nee Hammersberg), to whom Brown awarded an honorary doctorate of letters at the 2014 
commencement, is author of more than 40 published books, the best known of which is The Giver. The book is the 
basis of a movie of the same name released this year. 

Alfred has won an Academy Award, Tony Awards and the Pulitzer Prize, all for dramatic writing. His works 
include Driving Miss Daisy (play and screenplay), the screenplay for Mystic Pizza and the book and lyrics for 
the musical The Robber Bridegroom. 

Below are excerpts from the essays that Lois and Alfred wrote for The Brown Reader.  

The first is from Lois’s contribution, “Train Rides,” a title taken from her railroad trips between home in 
Washington, DC, and Providence.  

The selection describes a tale she created in her sophomore year for Professor Charles Philbrick’s short-story writing 
seminar. She recalls that the story, though flawed, was nonetheless “a first for me. It was different from the sardonic, 
sophomoric work I had been producing all semester.” 

She continues:  
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Though I am suffused with embarrassment relating this, here is the plot of “Train Ride” [singular]. 
A man, taking his dog with him, has gone out onto a deserted Canadian lake in his small motorboat, 
to fish. Thick weeds have somehow become entangled in his motor, and when he is unable to 
disentangle them from the boat, he goes into the water to try. But the same thick material gets 
caught around his feet and legs; the boat begins to drift away from him, and while the dog watches 
from the boat, the man is trapped there, unable to pull himself free. 

While he struggles, a passenger train makes its way along the side of 
the lake. Three unrelated passengers, all men, glance through the 
train windows and see the boat, the dog, and the head of the 
struggling man. 

I’ll stop there. It’s enough to explain that each fictional observer has 
his own past, his own agenda (all of it meticulously recorded by the 
writer), and his own way of deciphering what is taking place on the 
lake, though it holds little interest for any of them; as the train ride 
continues and the lake recedes behind them, their thoughts turn to 
other things. 

The end. 

But it wasn’t, not for me. It was the beginning of my awareness of 
the connections of things: how the Auden poem called “Musée des 
Beaux Arts,” which I had studied the previous semester, had told me 
something about man’s disinterest (my smudged pencil note in the 
margin says “important moments unattended”); and now I 
connected that to Professor Downing’s art history class and the 
Brueghel painting of the death of Icarus, when, with melted wings, the boy falls from the sky and no 
one notices; and both of those were connected to things I had studied in Professor Church’s 
psychology class, and to the Greek tragedians I had examined with Professor Luck in classics, and ... 
and ... It was as if the small colored squares of a Rubik’s Cube had suddenly fallen into the correct 
slots and created a finished, organized whole. 

It was the start of my becoming an educated person with a beginning understanding of the complex 
and personal purpose of education. It was an awakening thirst for communication and 
understanding that has never left me. 

When I next boarded the train in Providence for the long ride home, I was still wearing the grubby 
trench coat, with the same old voluminous striped scarf around my neck. I knew that my mother 
would once again roll her eyes in despair when she saw my fashion statement, such a sad contrast to 
my sister’s trim tweed suits and high-heeled shoes. But I was growing up. I would shed my disguises 
in the years to come, and my adolescent posturing would dissipate like the smoke from the 
Winstons that I would eventually discard as well. I would become a writer. Professor Philbrick, so 
tactful and patient, had told me that I would, and it was true. 

Alfred’s essay is “And Yet Again Wonderful.” Here is an excerpt: 

Three things changed my life forever during my junior year. First, we [Bob Waldman, ’57, and I] 
wrote another show. It was called Fiddle De Dee and it was based on a Chekhov fairy tale. Writing it, 
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rehearsing it, and getting it on left no doubt in my mind. I was going to go into show business. Bob 
Waldman and I were going to be the next Rodgers and Hammerstein. 

Second, I enrolled in a course called English 23–24. It met four afternoons a week. It was more than 
a course—it became a way of life. We traced the history of the theater from Greece to modern 
times. We spent a month on each period and put on a workshop production of plays from each one. 
It was very detailed. We never got past the seventeenth century, which was fine with me. I was a 
sponge, soaking up every drop of information and lore fed to me by two remarkable professors, 
Janice O. van der Water and James Barnhill. So much of what I learned from them became the 
foundation of my working life. 

Sock and Buskin was the name of the theatrical society at Brown. I hear it still is. S & B presented 
four shows a year. One was invariably Shakespeare. One was a recent Broadway hit, and the two 
others varied—a Greek tragedy, Shaw, Chekhov, O’Casey. The Shakespeare that year was As You 
Like It. I didn’t know the play. Well, I had seen a production of it when I was in high school. At 
least I saw fifteen minutes of it. It was so boring and incomprehensible to me that I sneaked out as 
soon as I could. This time it was different. I was the stage manager, so I had to attend every 
rehearsal. I came to know most of the lines. The words were so lofty and so witty and so beautiful. 
And the play was so romantic and so funny! Here was this wonderful spunky girl having to pretend 
she was a guy, and the actual guy she was falling for didn’t know she was really a girl. It was all 
worked out so cleverly. It’s still my favorite Shakespeare play. 

The third thing that happened that year, the biggest of all, was that I fell in love! Her name was 
Joanna Kellogg. She was also enrolled in English 23–24, so I spent every afternoon with her. She 
was drop-dead beautiful, with oversize brown eyes and shiny brown hair. She was an actress, too. 
She played Celia, the second lead in that production of As You Like It. There it was. I fell in love 
with show business, the classic theater, and Joanna all at the same time. I’ve never fallen out of love 
with any of them. 

 

Letter from a Lost Classmate’s Son 

His Appeal Brought Forth Memories of Al Chapman ’58 

Our July issue contained an appeal from Henry L. Chapman, son and guardian of Alfred M. Chapman ’58. Henry 
told our class he was “interested in hearing from anyone in your network who may remember my father as a scholar, 
athlete and gentleman, and might be willing to share any personal anecdotes or memories of him.” Our classmate was 
an All-American swimmer and captain of the Brown Bears swim team. He majored in the Classics and went on to 
earn master’s degrees in both Latin and Greek before beginning a teaching career. He was working on his doctoral 
thesis when he underwent an “unexpected and radical transformation in perception, mood and behavior,” Henry told 
us. In 1966, Al was diagnosed with paranoid schizophrenia and has been institutionalized on and off since then, for 
the last 30 years in a long-term psychiatric facility in Philadelphia. Al’s wife divorced him and remarried. “My sisters 
and I grew up in a void, separated from him and encouraged not to ask questions or get involved,” Henry recalled. 
Twenty years ago, Henry finally began visiting a father about whom he knew very little. 

His latest letter follows. 
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Dear Brown Class of ’58: 

Thank you for those who responded to my request for anecdotes of my father. I am grateful to 
David Finkelstein, Bob Feldman, Stan Dobson, Paul Johnson, Dr. Arnold Platzker and Bruce 
Westcott for sharing their comments. I have also had a couple of opportunities to meet Lee Ann 
Etscovitz. She and I have met for lunch and over several visits we have exchanged stories and 
perspectives around our unique experiences. 

I recently saw my father who was in good 
spirits and walking without a cane which he 
has been using the last few years. It was a 
nice Sunday afternoon so I took him for a 
drive to a nearby park where we enjoyed the 
autumn foliage. He has been physically stable 
in recent months with no recurring medical 
emergencies in over a year.  

I especially appreciate your questions and 
interest in conveying your warm thoughts. 
Unfortunately, my father rarely 
acknowledges any part of his “real” past, 
doubtlessly aware that everything he had worked so hard to accomplish—an education, a career, and 
a family—has all been lost. These days, he prefers to be called “Pete.” On occasion he will 
spontaneously acknowledge specific experiences from his past. But I rarely succeed when prompting 
him to talk about the accomplishments of his former self. 

Since I became my father's guardian I have a new appreciation of the challenges of the family 
caregiver’s role. The responsibility for a mentally ill loved one is a daunting task, often exacerbated 
by the refusal of others to be involved. My father is fortunate to have a residential setting under the 
supervision of a dedicated staff who provide a humane environment for the care and treatment of 
the mentally ill. This is a model environment without which he would not have survived to this day. 
But this level of care is an exception rather than the rule. More often than not, families of the 
mentally ill struggle to obtain adequate health care services and support for their loved ones. 

When my father became ill in the mid-sixties there were no resources or support groups and few if 
any organizations dedicated to advancing the cause of the mentally ill. They were institutionalized in 
hospitals or asylums, many of which have since closed down and now provide a setting for ghost-
chaser programs and Halloween exhibits.  

Mental illnesses—and schizophrenia in particular—continue to be exploited in popular culture and 
routinely misrepresented in everyday vernacular. Moreover, the media cannot seem to help but 
broadcast the afflictions of the mentally ill except in the context of gun violence. The propensity to 
do so has two potentially destructive effects: (1) it stereotypes the mentally ill as necessarily violent, 
and (2) it takes the conversation into another, unrelated issue that is so politically divisive that an 
otherwise constructive dialogue around mental health care reform quickly dissolves. 

There is a disturbing and dangerous tendency by many of these sources to refer to the mentally ill as 
“inmates” of hospitals or prisons when in fact they are first and foremost human beings with a 
disease over which they have little or no control. Such messages drive misconceptions, stimulate 
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irrational fear and propagate discrimination against the mentally ill. Most important of all, they undermine 
efforts to build public support for mental health care reform. 

Two bills were recently introduced in the U.S. House targeting deficiencies in our system of mental 
health care: H.R. 3717 is the proposed “Helping Families in Mental Health Crisis Act” (Representative 
Tim Murphy, R-PA). H.R. 4574 is the proposed “Strengthening Mental Health in Our Communities Act” 
(Representative Ron Barber, D-AZ). 

While it is encouraging to see a recognition of the issue in government, such legislation is usually 
only introduced when someone is personally affected by the experience of someone with a mental 
illness. Our legislators, our courts and a mainstream public indifferent to their struggles must all be 
held accountable for a systemic failure to adequately address the needs of and provide for the 
mentally ill.  

The debacle of mental illness and mental health care must be accepted as everyone's responsibility. I 
believe that by working together we can defeat this discrimination. I believe we can grow 
compassion, not cynicism, and this begins with (in a word): education. 

After spending a couple of hours in the park, my father and I stopped for a cup of coffee on the way 
back to the hospital. I dropped him off at his residence, promising I'd stop in again closer to 
Thanksgiving with a fresh pumpkin pie. He said "That sounds great!" and smiled. We shook hands 
and bid each other au revoir for now.  

Sincerely Yours, 

 

Henry L. Chapman 

F/B/O Alfred M. Chapman (Brown ’58) 

Letters from Classmates 
To respond to newsletter articles, please send emails to: 

Brown58Newsletter@gmail.com 
or  

Click on the line just to the right of the speech bubble          
that you find at Brown58Newsletter. 
(www.brown58newsletter.wordpress.com).  
Then type in your comment. By the way, going there also will show your comments from other classmates. 
 
Here are seven emails we received from classmates following the July issue:  
 
5 stars for an emotional and entertaining newsletter #2.      —BJ Adams 

   
I am extremely impressed with the July issue of the Brown 58 newsletter. The writers, my 
classmates, have touched on sensitive issues that few people have the courage to tackle 
head on. Somehow they merit a wider audience, and so in a small way I have sent their 
pieces on to friends in Mexico and Paris.      —Tom Moses 
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What a remarkable experience it was to read this newsletter. Thank you for producing it. 
NOW, I hope that a big group will register for the September events. We only grow MORE 
interesting as the years scroll by.      —Jane Miluski 

   
…this was a wonderful and powerful newsletter. I hadn’t read it before. The articles 
transcend the trivial that is so common in such publications.      —Charlie Martell 

   
Terrific issue. I really enjoyed Pete’s canoe odyssey and Lee’s story was riveting. Thanks for 
your great editing.      —Bob Sanchez 

   
You have made me, and undoubtedly hundreds of others, very glad to say “I am a ’58er.” 
Reading the contributions dealing with a broad range of human senses not only brought 
back memories of those writing, but also an appreciation of the life lessons we have endured 
and enjoyed. I hope we have not seen the last of these reminders that we are all a “work in 
progress.” Thank you to our editors and our contributors. Great work. Our professors would 
be proud of you.      —Bill Chadwick 

   
Just finished reading all the newsletter... As newsletters go, the bar has certainly been set 
high. It is hard to imagine more intriguing profiles in future editions.      —Ed Flattau 
 

 

The Class ‘Mini’ Reunion Yields Maxi Payback 
(Continued from Page 1) 

Once out-of-town classmates and those accompanying 
them arrived at the Wyndham Hotel, registered their 
presence and unpacked, we headed for the Joukowsky 
home on Prospect Street, where Martha Sharp 
Joukowsky ’58 and her husband, Artemis ’55, 
entertained us for cocktail hour. 

Martha, a Brown emerita professor of archaeology, and 
Artie, who’s writing a Joukowsky family history dating 
back to 14th century Russia, have filled their home with 
stunning artworks, including paintings, ceramics and 
archaeological artifacts from the Mideast and elsewhere 
in their world travels. 

We moved on to the nearby Hope Club for a class 
dinner at which Martha first gave an update on what’s 
really going on in the Mideast and then a PowerPoint 
presentation tracking her own career over the decades.  

During dinner, Co-President Jim Moody awarded bottles 
of wine to those two classmates who had traveled the 
greatest distance: Pat Carlson Collett and Ann Bowman 

 
Martha Sharp Joukowsky 
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Kalin, who made separate trips from residences in the Denver area. The evening closed with the 
class singing our Alma Mater, led by Class Treasurer (and one-time Jabberwock) Bob Wood, 
Co-Vice President Jane Bertram Miluski and Co-President Sandy McFarland Taylor—both 
retired Chattertocks. 

Saturday was filled with a University-wide program of informative and stimulating programs 
from various departments and disciplines, and featuring panels of leading-edge scholars and 
researchers.  

Some of us were too exhausted to take advantage of the programs but did attend the luncheon 
presentation of Brown Alumni Awards to those alums who broke new ground in alumni class 
activity, development, fundraising and other ways of enhancing the Brown community. For our 
class, one favorite alumni recipient was a speaker at our 55th reunion, orthopedic surgeon and 
educator Dr. Augustus A. (Gus) White III ’57, who as a lofty sophomore and member of the 
Vigilance Committee drilled many of us incoming freshmen on the University’s traditions and 
songs.  

After the panel presentations we went back to the hotel for a 
pre-game gathering: a “tailgating” party at the terrace 
overlooking the river, where the Brown crew was practicing. 
Not exactly station wagons and picnic blankets, but we ate 
and drank and looked forward to the 6 p.m. football game 
with Harvard. Brown performed very well, and we were full 
of hope for a victory—but alas, not this time (Harvard 22, 
Brown 14 despite a 7–6 Brown lead at the half). We all were 
proud of how well Brown played. The game was followed by 
spectacular fireworks at the stadium, which were the best that 
most of us had ever seen. Jim Moody explained that because 
that is a residential area, the fireworks were kept low. They 
did a lot of crisscrossing that made the display both beautiful 
and unusual. 

On Sunday we drove out to Westport, Massachusetts, where 
gracious hosts Connie and Art Parker ’58 treated us to a 
festive clambake featuring little necks and oysters on the 
half-shell, shrimp cocktail and lobster rolls with all the 

fixings. The beautiful setting overlooked the Westport River, near a charming fishing area. Our 
seafood was provided by the M.F. Foley Fish Co., of Boston and New Bedford. The company is 
co-owned by Peter Ramsden and his wife, Laura Foley Ramsden. Peter is the son of Dick 
Ramsden ’59, a one-time senior vice president for administration and finance for Brown.  

That perfectly fresh seafood reminded many of the inlanders among us of the wonderful seafood 
we enjoyed when dining out as undergraduates.  

Below are excerpts from comments by classmates on the mini-reunion.   

Jane Bertram Miluski: Jim Moody and Sandy McFarland Taylor once again did a remarkable 
job. Our class was represented far out of proportion to our size. After one forum, I spoke to a 

 
Bob Cole & Sandy McFarland 
Taylor 
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woman who was sad at being the only member of her class on campus. I told her how wonderful 
our Jim has been in keeping ’58 moving together. 

Speaking of moving, Jim arranged a yellow 
school bus to haul us to and from the game, 
and a shuttle from the hotel to the 
Joukowskys, the Hope Club, and back to the 
hotel! Moody was spotted shuttling a few 
groups himself. 

Saturday, Joe and I were lucky enough to 
choose two remarkable fora. First was “The 
Role of Media in Shaping—and 
Reflecting—Culture and Society.” Speaking 
were Mara Liasson ’77, political 
commentator for National Public Radio, and 
Mark Maremont ’80, senior editor of The 
Wall Street Journal. Moderating was 
Richard Locke, the Howard R. Swearer 
Director of Brown’s Watson Institute for 
International Studies. The hour was lively, 
humor-filled and truly informative. 

We also sat in on “Enduring Legacies of Slavery: Human Trafficking in the 21st Century.” The 
entire forum was rich, but Malika Saada Saar ’92, executive director of Rights4Girls, spoke with 
special power of a real solution for ending the enslaving of young girls. She is working for the 
passage of a bill to punish the “John” for statutory rape and child abuse. You can read her article, 
“There is No Such Thing as a Child Prostitute,” in The Washington Post February 17, 2014. 

Personally, I would have attended the 
reunion just for Martha’s talk. It was 
informed, clearly presented, and 
alarming! I was SO proud to be a part of 
the Brown family. 

Joe and I visited the Slavery Memorial 
on the front green before we left 
Providence. Under the auspices of Past 
President Ruth Simmons, the University 
undertook a study of Brown’s and Rhode 
Island’s involvement in the African slave 
trade. The slavery memorial sculpture is 
one result of that study.  

The memorial is pictured here. The text 
on the marker in the foreground concludes its summary of the slave traffic with this sentence: 
“Brown University was a beneficiary of this trade.” The two surfaces of the cut chain are topped 
by mirrors of highly polished metal. I looked into the mirrors. . . . 

 
Photo: Warren Jagger

Donna & Jim Moody
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Raya McCully Goff: Congratulations one and all for what certainly looked like a grand get-
together with a happy group of classmates and their significant others. The picnic at Connie and 
Art’s was a tremendous success, as has been anything I’ve ever attended at their house. The food 
was fabulous—and what a good idea to engage Foley Fish—and what a nice touch to get a 
young Ramsden as our fish provider behind the raw bar. Too bad about the football game but 
because Brown performed so credibly up until the middle of the last quarter we have that much 
to cheer about. Brown itself is such a fabulous place these days with so many interesting 
educational opportunities, buildings, and resources—but I’ll bet today’s undergraduates don’t 
love the place any more than we did. 

It’s a great time to be a Brunonian!!! And as Charles Dickens said—“God bless us everyone!” 
And most particularly the intrepid organizers. So thank you! 

Pete Howard: The mini-reunion was a chance to renew old friendships and meet classmates I 
didn’t know 50 years ago. Breakfast at the hotel turned out to be a good time because Jane and I 
had an interesting, wide-ranging discussion with Jim and Martha Hanner one morning and with 
Kay Ulry Baker the other morning. We went to several forums, but the most memorable was the 
dedication of the Slavery Memorial. The sculptor, Martin Puryear, delivered a fascinating talk 
that gave us some sense of how he developed his ideas and how he worked with the University 
representatives. The sculpture itself is original and meaningful but is still a handsome decoration 
in the lawn above the Van Wickle Gates. The football game seemed to be much like football 
games 50 years ago (except for the lights)—much better than high school, not much like the 
NFL. On Sunday, we enjoyed a beautiful afternoon at the Parkers’ in Westport. Good food and 
good company. It is almost better to be an old alumnus than a young student. 

Abbe Robinson Young: Thank you and your committee for the great mini-reunion. You carefully 
planned every detail and we enjoyed every minute. How did you manage the weather too? Never 
knew that hotel was there and the location was great. The view over the harbor was a joy. Every 
day we learn something new. Brown continues to inspire the brilliant, the gifted, the enthusiastic, 
the talented and the multi-faceted. Did you see the Hamlet scenes performed outside? OMG 
fantastic!! The campus was bursting with energy and excitement.  

Paul Johnson (class president 2008–2013 and a University trustee 1972–1977):  I was asked to 
join the discussion of our mini so wonderfully organized by Jim Moody. I had looked forward to 
returning to Brown even though it required the red-eye flight from San Francisco on Thursday 
evening. My driving reason for returning was the opportunity to hear Martha talk of her work in 
Petra, Jordan, and hopefully give us her insights into the cascade of breaking events of the prior 
week. 

As we are all aware, the Class of 1958 talent was concentrated on the Pembroke campus. 
Thinking of that talent and the limitations that were imposed brings an overwhelming sadness as 
I now renew friendships and think of what could have been. 

Martha was worth the red-eye. Thoughtful, exceptionally well informed, balanced and 
provocative, she had us all thankful that her energy was able to overcome the inadequacies of the 
Hope Club sound system. No matter how bad the microphone, we wanted to spend the evening 
listening and learning. How extraordinary to return to Brown and be captured by one of our own.  
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Although Martha was the target, my own sense of time 
and place and my recognition of limits demanded 
another opportunity. I did not want another Barr 
Clayson to escape without a firm grip or a knowing hug. 
I wanted to sit with a wonderful friend’s family when he 
received an award, to see a football game, drive around 
the campus pointing out to my wife, Meg, a moment or 
place that carried special meaning even knowing I had 
sung the same song before. The joy of a wonderful 
panel discussing the brain renewed the sense of 
intellectual power but transported me back to a physics 
class a half century earlier that I knew I was incapable 
of fully understanding. 

Art and Connie created the Class of 1958 curtain call 
ensuring the continuation of the spirit, affection and 
concern for others that are part of the special bond that 
exists. I can recall an event, comment, exchange with 
every member of our class. We have shared a time and 
place. We are in the Zone, knowing but not knowing, 
attempting to understand but acknowledging our 
limitations. 

Jill Hirst Scobie: The only thoughts I’d add would be how lucky we were in the balmy, summer-
like weather, and the slight twinges of nostalgia one has when it’s finally time to say goodbye. 

 

Jill & Dick Scobie 

 
Evening after the Parkers’ picnic: More pictures of the mini‐reunion, taken by Jackie Bailey Labovitz, are 
posted on the Class of 1958 Photogallery page (http://alumni.brown.edu/classes/1958/photogallery.html) 


